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CANCER SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL - 2019 
 

MEDITATIONS AND DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES: Day One (of Seven)  
 

In Service of the Christ & the Great Ones Manifesting the Plan for the Flowering of Humanity 
  

ʘ 
 

CANCER, THE LIGHT WITHIN THE FORM – The Light of Substance Itself 
 

Let us be reminded: “The entire theme of the zodiac can be approached from the angle of light 

and its unfolding and increasing radiance and of the gradual demonstration in what I have called 

elsewhere, "the glory of the One." The 

mode of the development of this inner 

light and of its externalization must 

remain—from the standpoint of its cosmic 

effects—one of the secrets of initiation and 

this for a long time to come. It will, 

however, not be out of place if I were to 

give symbolically certain phrases and 

sentences which will indicate (for each 

sign) this "growth of light in light," as it 

is esoterically called, bearing in mind that 

we are attempting to express conditions 

connected with the soul whose essential 

nature is light. This soul-light affects the 

form as evolution proceeds and produces 

sequentially the revelation of that form, 

and of the nature of space-time as well as 

of the goal.”   ...  "A study of the above 

thoughts will reveal the symbolic story of 

the irradiation of matter, of the growth of the light body within the macrocosm and the 

microcosm, and finally make clear the purpose of the Logos."     (EA, 328/9) 

∞ 

KEYWORDS of the Soul: “In the Words given for this sign, the Word of the soul indicates 

the objective of the Cancer experience and the purpose for which incarnation has been 

taken – “I build a lighted house and therein dwell".  

 

The Ever-Presence of Life manifests through ritually created, incarnated, ever more 

perfected, consciously lit forms. 
 

For the Disciple/Initiate:  

“The Whole is Seen as One”  
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DEEPENING TRUE SOUL REALIZATION 

 

In the times and seasons we rhythmically and intentionally set apart for simultaneous group meditation, 

group spiritual approach to divinity and entry into the Life Energies of the Signs (Constellations) and the 

Mysteries of Initiation, we accelerate the unfoldment of our Inner Divinity – OBJECTIFYING THE LIGHT 

WITHIN THE FORM.  And, in our deepened Soul work, heightened alignments with Life energies, and 

contact with Those Who know, we are shown more upon “the Way” with which to participate. 

The evolving “New Mind of Christ” becomes the “Risen Christ” in us as the twelve potencies of the Heart 

Chalice are stimulated, awakened and conferred — in due course and time fully opening to reveal the inner 

God, a Son-of-God (Sun-of-God) walking upon the planes of earth “serving, saving and redeeming.”  

As we consciously tread the Way round the zodiac, absorbing and distributing its energies, the True Soul – 

the encoded "Risen Christ” comes forth in ever greater strength and measure. We become That Which We 

Are – in fact and in Truth, a microcosm of the ONE SELF. 

Throughout each month, heightened potently during the 7 Day Full Moon periods, we make conscious 

contact with the energy of the Angels of the Signs working in concert with the Solar Angel, stimulating a 

corresponding petal in the Chalice of the Heart.  During the meditation alignments, be aware of what is 

happening rather than attempting to make something happen.  Following the form whilst simultaneously letting 

go will allow for a 'greater flow-through' of higher energies, for genuine Angelic contact, co-participation, and for 

truer contact with the Great Ones Who seek to make Their influence felt. 

In the following daily alignments and meditations, there is much teaching and training value in how the 

meditations have been written and constructed, yet over time we can hold these meditations “lightly” because in 

the final analysis, they are a ‘form’ and as is true of all forms, they can be adapted and essentialized once they are 

learned. As long as the major elements are retained, the full power of contact and effectiveness will be yours.  At 

the same time, know there is something to be said for staying with a new 'living ritual form 'which has been built 

and used over time, and strengthened through meditative group service – indicating power in the form.  

MEDITATION, CONTEMPLATION and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

CANCER – The Light within the Form – The 

Light of Substance Itself 

 

This is the diffused Light of Substance itself, the 

"dark light" of matter, referred to in The Secret 

Doctrine.   It is the light awaiting the stimulation 

coming from the Light of the Soul. 

 

OM 

  

†  
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MEDITATION PREPARATION 
 

“THE BREATH IS THE LIFE POURING THROUGH ALL THE CENTERS”  

◊ Sound forth the sacred Word, OM (silently or aloud) … coming into the peaceful Presence of the 

Soul and the soul field.  OM 

 
◊ With a conscious “Breath of Life”, AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, vibrationally 

dissolving and releasing atoms of lesser vibration (visualizing and sensing their release).  

◊ With conscious, intense spiritual Aspiration (inwardly reaching as high as possible, attuned to the 

inner Christ) – SILENTLY sound the Sacred Word OM whilst breathing a "Breath of Life" drawing in 

atoms of higher vibration … pouring through all the Centers – irradiating the mental body with Light 

… infusing the emotional body with Love … suffusing the vital etheric body with Life ... (OM) ◊ Feel, 

sense a new Fullness / Wholeness arising … balancing, healing and enlivening.  

WHOLE BEING ALIGNMENT: 

 

◊ Let us now consciously attune with the life energy of the Sign Cancer pouring through the Heart of 

the Sun streaming into our Solar System – as That in which we live, move, breathe and have our 

Being.   

 

Standing in the down-flow of these Life energies, breathe in “the Breath of Life” from the Heart of the 

Sun/Son—the Son of Divine Love “pouring through all the Centers”… irradiating, infusing and 

suffusing all the subtle Bodies.  OM 

◊ In the moments that follow, let us be aware of solar-infused Cancerian Light – the Light of Substance 

flowing through the vibratory field and environment in which we live, move, serve and have our Being— 

infusing and heightening its vibration.   

Take a moment to realize that with every intentional practice of penetrating deeper into the 

True Soul (the True Soul Self), assisted by a conscious Breath of Life and the sacred WORD 

OM sounding, we are parting the veils to Its Ever-Presence … in fulfillment of our life 

plan, and expanding our awareness of the Plan of God for Humanity and the Earth, the 

service of the Christ and work of the Ashrams, and our place among Them. The bridge to 

the Kingdom of the Soul is increasingly built – ascending / descending, descending / 

ascending – in cooperation with the Human Kingdom.  

 

† 
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ʘ 

 

II. CONNECTING WITH THE SOLAR ANGEL and ANGELIC INTELLIGENCES OF CANCER 
 

◊ Continuing with the "Breath of Life", we bring our awareness to the “Twelve-petalled Heart in the 

Head” of the 1000-petalled lotus of the Crown center.  

 

With conscious intent, come into resonance with the Angels governing Cancer (4th petal) and the ever-

Presence of the Solar Angel calling us into vibratory relationship–sound an OM deepening the contact   

 

In the moments that follow, breathe / commune with the vital Presence of the Angels as Their 

lighted Intelligence, loving Presence and specialized Powers touch and unfold the inner Christ – 

the Son / Daughter of God. 

 

On an out-breath, SILENTLY sound forth the Sacred Word ~ OM with Them … as intelligent 

Light, renewing Love and vibrant Life pour through all the Centers … irradiating the mental body, 

infusing the emotional body, and suffusing the vital etheric body … as One Whole.  

◊ Continuing with “the Breath of Life pouring through all the Centers”, follow the Life energy 

streaming through the Crown … momentarily bringing your awareness to the Ajna, Alta Major 

(top of spine/base of skull), Throat, and Heart Centers … continuing through the central spinal 

column — gently cleansing, infusing and heightening each Center with new Life.  The energy continues 

flowing naturally on its own, a portion flowing out through the minor centers in the soles of the 

feet and into the earth, "Blessing the Earth upon which we walk" ~ OM (sounding silently or aloud.)  

Follow the energy as it circulates, re-ascending up the central spinal column “returning Home 

whence it came" to the Crown, completing the circulatory flow ~ (OM sounded silently or aloud).   

 ◊ BE now in the radiant flow of this circulating energy. 

Force nothing, simply allow.  Some may experience this energy flowing up and down the 

central spinal column, or as an ovoid torus of dynamic circulating Life – a perpetual 

fountain of Life Energy descending and ascending without cessation. Observe what 

happens for you whilst breathing the great Breath of Life. 

Notice that here within our own Body is a real symbolic Truth of the Pilgrim’s journey – of 

the Monad (Spirit) in extension, journeying forth from on High deep into matter for the 

purpose of “saving and redeeming” whilst returning to the Father’s Home (the Crown).  

◊ In right timing, sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, confirming and sealing in the new vibration 

... with gratitude for the Gifts of the Angels.   
†    
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III. THE SOUL STAR GROUP – “THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS” 

Moving Together As One in “Group Approach to Divinity” 

 

◊ In the prepared and enlivened vibratory state in which we now stand, we widen our Awareness … 

seeing ourselves standing inside a large 

circle of Participating Souls, gathered as 

the “Soul Star Group”— purposed to 

work in “Group Approach to Divinity” 

— in the Company of the “Great Ones”.  

◊ See all Souls herein gathered as radiant 

spheres of Living, Lighted Love and Holy 

Will. OM 

 

◊ Sounding the sacred Word, OM, 

(silently or aloud), in one simultaneous 

movement, extend a ray of love and light 

to all Souls herein gathered … together 

forming one fluid “sphere of Christ Love” 

— energized and infused by all our Soul 

Ray Qualities, Virtues and Powers.   

◊ Let us now turn our ‘subtle sense 

awareness’ to the auric field of the Great 

Ones. ◊ Standing now in Their vital 

vibrational Presence, together and as 

One, extend a ray of Soul Love to Them—and the Heart of the CHRIST standing ever in The Center —

the five-pointed Star, His symbol – invoking “Be With Us”. OM.  ◊ Let us feel His and Their  Light and 
Love and Strength returning to us, infusing and blessing the Soul Star Group … and all consecrated 
Groups working on behalf of the Plan of God for the flowering of Humanity and the Earth.  
 

The energy field thus created is as “One great Sphere of radiant Light – Love – and Holy Will” 

energized and infused by the Presence of the Christ and Masters of Love Wisdom, and all the 

Soul Qualities, Virtues and Ray powers of the Soul Star Group(s).  Extending far and wide, we 

serve Humanity round the globe presencing on Earth the living, loving, lighted Will of the 

Christ, His Presence purifying, healing, redeeming, saving … unto a higher Way of soul living, 

preparing the way for the externalization of the spiritual Hierarchy and Re-Appearance of the 

Aquarian Christ. 

Be affirmed in the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” knowing “all is well that 

associates [us] closely with Them.”  (TWM, 368/9) 

 

— As a group, beginning with an OM, let us sound forth the Great Invocation blessing Humanity —

whilst aware of the Soul Star Group as One Mind, One Heart, One Group Soul.  
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DIAMOND SOUL CONTEMPLATIONS and PRACTICES in the SIGN CANCER  

 

AN OVERVIEW of the SIGN CANCER 

The Summer Solstice that occurred in the sign Cancer was a planetary time for “ascent towards 

higher receptivity”.  It was a time to meet the “highest possible contact with down-pouring 

energies" in the cardinal signs of Capricorn / Cancer creating a planetary solar antahkarana .  

"It is [also] a time to manifest our inner life" as living souls for the purpose of building lighted 

houses.   In the meeting of Spirit and Substance, Father and Mother, we witness and participate in 

solar life expressing through our increasingly solarized (solarizing) Christed forms. 

Spirit descends through mental (Aries), through astral (Taurus) and through etheric (Gemini) in 

fields of physical manifestation.  The will of Spirit is to incarnate in Matter substance through forms 

created in accord with the Plan of God held in the Mind of God. All forms destined to serve the 

will of God become lighted houses (this thought can serve as an ongoing contemplation for the month). 

During this month, let us be witness to life manifesting in all its ways, seeing life unfolding and 

expressing through increasingly lighted forms. Whatever may be going on around us through the 

vicissitudes of life, let us not miss a single day meant for “living moments” – "holy instants" of 

consciousness oriented to “lighted houses” – and seeing “the Whole as One”.  Holy instants in the sign 

of Cancer occur as we perceive “lighted houses” incarnating in ourselves and our creations … 

lead eventually to the constant perception of “the whole is seen as one.” 

In a lighted house garden sanctuary, a little brown bird suddenly appeared, happily chirping as 

it approached a bird bath in the shape of a large heart leaf.  The little bird was unaware of 

anything but the joyous experience of a warm rising sun and the discovery of clean fresh water 

for a morning bath immersion – simply being itself and doing what birds love to do.  Two aware 

humans sat nearby witnessing this small wonder of sounding song and activity – a holy instant 

of life expressing in a magical garden set apart from the more complicated world around it.  

Absorbed in conversation of life in the higher worlds descending into incarnation through 

perfecting forms – it was a timeless moment.  In the sanctuary of this garden, all was well, 

completely safe for the little brown bird—as it should be, whilst another life in the form of a 

magical beloved feline named Alcyone sleeping nearby in luxurious peace … basking in the 

warmth of the rising sun and the love field by those who care for her. From the perspective of a 

still larger whole, Who was watching the humans and life unfolding in these moments of nested 

wholes?  All is well under the sun where “holy instants” manifest as lighted houses – heaven on 

earth. 

“The secret of the Cardinal Cross is the secret of Life itself .. .”  Let us not be distracted from the 

greater Truth that Life is incarnating on earth.  In the midst of all seeming, Life is present.  

 

†  
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DAY ONE 
 

CONTEMPLATE: 

“This sign can carry deep meaning to all.  You are in process of incarnation; you are 

following your chosen way.  Is the house you are building, yet lit?  Is it a lighted house, or 

is it a dark prison?  If it is a lighted house, you will attract to its light and warmth all who 

are around you and the magnetic pull of your soul, whose nature is light and love, will 

save many.”  If it is a dark prison, “isolation, loneliness and separation in the dark night” 

will be experienced.  Yet, this is “all part of the Great Illusion”.  It is, however, an illusion 

into which the whole of humanity is now precipitated in preparation for unity, freedom 

and release.  Some are lost in the illusion and know not what is reality and truth . Others 

walk free ‘in the world of illusion’ for the purposes of saving and lifting their brothers, 

and if you cannot do this, you will have to learn so to walk.” (EA, 343) 

◊ “The purpose for which incarnation has been taken is to build a lighted house and therein 

dwell.”  

○ As the Observer, reflect upon the purpose for taking incarnation, time after time – which 

is to build a lighted house, therein dwell, and serve.  As we take this in, we affirm it. 

Consider your personality, a 3-fold instrument, as vehicles of your creation.  Is it – are 

they, lit?  Are they sources of light and warmth?  Are they purposeful constructions in the 

light of your evolving Christ Mind? 

Consider: How are you living or not living – purposefully, lovingly, fearfully, 

selfishly, … What are you thinking or not thinking (every habitual thought is leading you 

somewhere).  What are you doing, or not doing, that lights or dims your Soul expression. 

If there is one (two or three) changes you could make to build a lighted house in any 

aspect of your life, what would these be? (This is a good time to invite the Solar Angel and 

Angel of the 4th petal for their Powers and to serve as “witness and advisor”). 

○ With the above in mind, turn outward now to consider outer forms you have built or are 

working to build.  Consider why they are lit … and then consider why some aspects are 

dimly lit and remain dark thereby limiting their potential from unfolding.  What needs to 

change?  What would the Soul in you have you give?  

OM 


